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Abstmctz It is shown that a fintely-generated subgroup of the fundamentd group of a 3~ 
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of 39manifold fWdamen&al groups: those subgroups which are fmitely-genefated and ltitve finite 
abelianizations. In many cases, these subgroups aze shown to be isomorphic to fundamental 
groups of closed 3-manifolds. Corollaries concerning the embedding of spheres and ce% in 3- 
space are given. A necessary ;and sufficient condition is given in order that an open %pauifold 
with no 2-sided projective pknes should be homotopy-equivalent to a compact 3-manifold. 
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3-manifold fundamental group homotopy type 
finitely-generated subgroup perfect group knot group 
n this paper we study the fun 
(3) X,4 is a cell in 33 and II,@%) is finitely-gene&&d, is II@\A) 
neceqssarily trivial? :. 
Theorem 3,2 gives zn answer to (1) in the orientable case. A con- 
sequence of Theorem 4.3 is that (2) has an affirmative answer when M is 
compact and orientable and G/G’ is finite. A previous result in this di- 
rection was given by Jaco in [ 5 1. He showed that the answer to (2) is 
always affirmative if 5 is assumed to be finitely-presented (rather than 
just finitely-generated). Since our methods naturally yield 6 proof of 
Jaco’s result, this has been included as Theorem 4.4. Corollary 2.6 gives 
an affirmative answer to (3). Corollary 2.5 proves that if J is a topologic- 
ally embedded simple closed curve in S3 with II, (Ss\J’) iinitely-gener- 
ated, then I$ (S%J) is the group of a tame knot in S? This solves FOX’S 
Problem $ in [3]. 
dons, definitions and notation 
We adopt the convention that manifolds are always connected. The 
boundary of a manifold Mn is denoted aM5 We usually indicate by a 
phrase sulch as “possi.bly with boundary” or “possibly without bound- 
ary” what is intendei:i in each case. An open manifold is non-compact 
and without boundary; a c2osed manifold is compact and without bound- 
ary. All our homology groups are singular and with coefficients in 2, the 
additive group of integers, unless otherwise indicated. 
A solrface is a closed 2-manifold. A polyhedral surface S in a 3-mani- 
fold M3 is compressible if either (a) S is a Z-sphere bounding a3-cell in 
3, or (3) S is not a 2-sphere, and there is a polyhedral disk D C M3 such 
that D b17 S =: aD and a0 bounds no disk in S. Otherwise; S is incompres- 
lyhedral surface S c Int M3 is two-sided in An3 (i.e., has 
3 induces a monomorph- 
s1 is boundary-irredw9bZe if each surface in 
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duct of groups A and B by A d?. irect sum is denoted A eB. Isomorph- 
ismofA andBis dicated by .A - B. lf Mn and iv we n-manifolds, then 
A # B is the connected sum of M and A?, and if M and N age n-manifolds- 
with-boundary, MWV is the connected sum along the: boundary of M 
and N. If these operations are applied to unorierrted manifolds, it is un- 
derstood that the pasting along spheres or disks may be done permissively. 
As the reader may have noticed, dimensional superscripts for manifolds 
are sometimes suppressed after their introduction. 
2. Con&ucting retractions 
In this section we prove the basic geometric theorems on which the re- 
mainder of the paper is based. 
Note that the hypotheses of our next theorem are satisfied, in particu- 
lar, when &(M3) is finitely-presented and neither infinite cyclic nor a 
nontrivial free product. (We take h as the identity homomorphism and 
apply the Kurosh Subgroup Theorem.) 
Theorem 2.1,, Let M3 be an open, possibly non-orientable, piect:wiae-linear 
3-manifold. Suppose there exists a finitely-presented group N and an epi- 
morphism h’.N + Il,(M3) for which there is no consistent diagram 
of epimorphisms, where i? is infinite cyclic or a non-trivial free product., 
Then there is a retraction r :M3 + 2: where Z3 is a compact, polyhedral, 
boundary-irreducible 3-manifold and 
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-is a h~momw&isrn ofH onto tI&M3,z) that ftisto fw&i though 2 or 
ang s~on-triw’M fras product via epimorphisms. Whei-h&or not Z3 is ad- 
missrble is independent of the choice of the basegmt z E Z3. 
To see the exi&nce of admissible manifolds, use the fact that A’ is 
finitely-presf:aQd to construct a mapping f of a Bnite, connected 2-com- 
plex K into M3 (II, (K) CQ AQ whose induced homomorp&ism 
9s” h. Then [et 2: be any cornpa&, polyhedral 3-ma&old in M3 that 
contains f(K). The required subgroup H of II, (Z$ z) is *he image of 
II1 (K$ k) undii:r the homomorphism induced by f: K - "g. 
With each :::ldmissibIe Z3c M3, associate the non-negative integer 
where the sum extends over all surfaces S c U3. SuppLjbe now that an 
admissible 2” c M3 has been chosen, once and for all, ZJ~.> as to minimize 
q(Z3). We fur& er suppose that the number of 2+phere coknponents of 
U3 has been Jninimized. We claim that Z3 is the desired 3-manifold. 
clearly, I$(@) is neither trivial nor infinite cychc. 
As a first stc:p toward verifying our claims about Z3 we show that each 
component ol!’ U3 is incomprezAble inM3. Suppose the;re is a compress- 
ible non-2-sphiere component oF aZ3. Wsing the 2wsidedness of the sur- 
faces in U3 alrrd astandard Loop Theorem-Dehn Lemma argument (see 
Starlings’ versi!zjn [ 111 of Pzpakyriakopoulos’ theorems in [ 9; lo]) we can 
dral2-cell D c M3 such that D n aZ3 = aD, and J= a0 
n M3. Let S be the component of U3 containing J.
2-sided and non-contractible inS, that S is neither a 
2asphere nor a Ijrojective plane. Hence, x(S) < 0, If 23 17 Int 132 = Q, let 
N3’ (a 3=ceil) ba a “secondderived” regular neighborhood of 02 in 
a contradiction. 
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This is a contradiction, since q(Zfj < ~(2”). IHence, Zi has com;ponents 
A3 and B3, and 
II,(P) * II,(P) * II,(P). 
The Kur~sh Subgroup Theorem then reve& I.hat.one of A !,‘B3 is admiss 
ible, yet q(A3) < y(Z’) and q(B3) < q(23)~, FiiMy, we leave. it to the 
reader to check that each 2-sphere compcinent of @is indompressible 
in M3. In fact, on3 easily proves the stronger assertion (which ie needed 
later) that no 2-sphere component of U3 de9:ads acompact, simply con- 
nected 3-manifold in M3 ; 
The second step toward verifying our claims about Z3 is to note sqme 
facts about the components of M3\Z3. ILet U be such a componetit. Then 
0 n U3 is precisely one component S, of %T3. For, if u met more than 
one component of &Z3, there would be a polyhedral simple closed curve 
J C M3 meeting e:ach of these components of &Z3 at precisely one point, 
and piercing there. Then J could not even be freely homotopie iia M3 to 
any loop in Int Z”, contrary to the admissibility of Z3. 
The second fact we shall need is that, for each component U of M3 \Z”, 
the inclusion of pairs 
(Xu, A) -+ (Es) 
induces an isomorpZhism on fundamental groups. The “monomorphismf’ 
assertion is immediate from the fact that each component of &Z3 is in- 
compressible %A@. 
To sh w ‘ ‘surjectivii y “, suppose 
t:1* =1x(O) -* B 
is a piecefaise-linear mapping with f’1(5’U) = iU”. Sit-ce X3 is admissible, 
some piecewise-linear extension 
F: (r xz, a(Ix I)\I,) + (MS, Int Z3) 
off is in general position with rsspect o 9Z3. In particula, one corngo- 
neni of F-l (S,) is the union of a non$?mlXy finite collection Of pOlygo- 
nal qxmning arcs of IX I, each joining the endpoints of IO but other 
d!sjo-J-lt and contained in Int (Ex 0. Bach of the remaining components 
components can 
2-sidedness of iXZ3. ‘We thu 5 
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homotopic in u MGth base-pojtit fixed to a loop in +. This completes the 
proof of our se~z~;lad (and key) fact. 
To construct &.19 required r’etraction, we show t&at for each component 
Uof MS\Z3, 0 /ret&acts onto SV. In c;tse 17 is not compact, this construc- 
tion follows easi& from the “second‘ :tlac~V’~ above and [ 14, Theorem 3.21. 
T%e latter theorem quoted sh.ows thal* it suffices to retract Sr;r plus the 
2-skeleton ok 0, qnto S*. In the (mythical) case in which 0 is compact 
we can construc:t an impossible retraction of 0 onto Su unless II&!Su)# 0, 
HAS,, unless Sr is a 2-sphere or proje:ctive plane. But, as is well known, a 
projective plane bounds yto compact 3-manilfold. On the other hand, if 
$‘;;I were a 2_sph:re, we would find, by the ‘CSccond fact” above, that 0 is 
simply connectA This case was excluded earlier by ow minimization of 
the number of Z-sphere components of aZ3. ’ 
I-Ience there is a retraction t of M3 onto Z3, and the closure of each 
component of AtI3 W3 is noncompact. To show that this retraction in- 
duces a monom~~rphism, and hence an isomorphism on fundamental 
oups, consider a loop fin M3. Use the “secornd fact” s.bove to construct 
a homotopy in J43 between f and rf. Then if rfis homotopic to a constant 
Ira M3, so also iu .f, and the proof of the theorem is t:omplete. 
Before preser!ting some corollaries, we first need a lemma. 
mma 2.2. Let B be a finitely-generated group. Then there is a finitely- 
presented group A with p(A) = p(B), and there is an epimorphism 
:A + R such treat h induces an isomorphism A/A' + B/B'. 
oof. Let p be a homomorphism of a free grotup F of rank n = p(B), onto 
B. Consider the consistent diagram of groups and epimorphisms 
ab elianizers, an 
thlat 
+Q induces 2. Choose fi, fi, ,.., fk in F such 
. . . . or&) r pe Since each a) E B’, we can 
C 5 # *g-s ck in F'such that scion E 
e the ~rou 
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We define h so as to make the diagram 
consistent, Clearly h is an epimorphism and p(A >i = p(B). Now suppose 
II(x) is an arbitrary element c _ 1, and suppose hII E B’. Then 
ar(x) E Mer p, and xc ml b_elong,z; to the subgroup of F generated by the 
fi’s, for some c E F’. Since each II(Q = II@) E A ‘, it follows that 
ir(x) E A’. TFhus, h induces a monomorphism, and hence an isomorphism 
A/A’ + B/B’. 
CorollaI!* 2.3. Let M3 be a piecewise-linear 3-manifold, possibly non- 
orientable, with II,(M3) = 0. Let G be a finitely-generated subgroup of 
II1 (M3) such that G/G’ is finite. If M’ is closed, assume also that the in- 
dex of G in II, (M3) is infinite. Then 6; is the trivial group. 
Proof. Suppose not. Call a pair (M’, G) bmi if G % (1) is a finitely-gener- 
ated subgroup of IIl(M3), where G/G’ is finite and I?@#‘“) = 0. If M3 i.s 
closed, we require in addition that the index of G in II,@?‘:‘) be infinite. 
Choose-a bad pair (M3, G) with p(G) minimal. Clearly, G is indecompos- 
able with respect o free product, and not infmite cyclic. Further, by re- 
placing M3 by the covering space of Int M3 corresporxding to G, we can 
obtain a bad pair (M3, G) with minimal p(G), such that G 2: R1(M3) and 
M3 is an open manifold. We shall work from noiw on with this bad pair 
without any change in notation. 
Ey Lemma 2.2 there is a homomorphism h of a finitely-presented 
group N onto G, where K/N’ is finite and p(N) = p(G). Clearly, there is 
no epimorphism N + 2. We claim further that there is ns consistent dia.1 
gram of epimorphisms 
where A # (11, B # (1). For, if so, we would have 
p(N) = p(G) 
ote alsr’, that ea.ch of 
urther, at least one of 
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B(A);l@(l?), say /3(A), is not the trivial group. Thus (86-i /3(A)) is a b 
pair with p@(A)) < p(G), a contradiction. ’ 
Hence, thl: hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, and some retrac- 
tion of M3 onto a compact, polyhedral, boundary&Teducible 3-manifold 
ZT induces an isomorphism on fund;amental groups, 
0, and that 1$r(Z3) ( - G/G’) is finite. By Lemma 2. 
tains either a 2-sphere or a projective plane. If S c Q? is a 2-sphere, then 
S is contractible in Z3 and hence, as IMilnor shows in [ 8, proof of theorem 
21, bounds a homotopy 3-tell B3 in Z3. But then M3 IC U3, so B3 = Z3. 
This is a contradiction, since 
Ix,(P) - n,(MQ= c # { 1). 
On the other hand, suppose that S c Us is a projective plane. This 
contradicts [ 2, Lemma 6.31, This proof shows that jlthere isno 2-sided 
ive plane in a 3-manifold M3 with I12(M3) = 0. Our proof is corn+ 
plete. 
We now present aproof of the fit lemma quoted above. For a sharps:r 
statement along these lines, see [4, Lemma 2.41. 
rnma 2.1, Let M3 be a compact 3-manifold with nonempty boundary. 
ose th& H,(M3) is finite..Then aM3 contains either a 2-sphere or a 
ctive plane. If aM3 contains no projective plane, then aM3 consists 
entirely of 2-spheres. 
ot. Then xili3M3) 15f 0. But since x(uM3) = 0 (“2M3” is 
) 5 
4 >;(SM3) =2x(M3) G (3, 
and so x @k3! G 0. On the other hand, if bi is the irh integral Betti num- 
3)=~~-bi+b,~1+ bz> 1, 
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assume that G is not infinite 
cyclic. By Lemma 2.2 there is a finitely-presented group N with p(N) = 
p(G), and an epimorp 
h:N+G 
that induces an isomorphism N/A/’ + G/G’. Consider a consistent diag,ram 
of epimorphisms 
where cu is the abelianizer of G. We claim that c cannot be-infinite cyclic 
or a non-trivial free product. 
If c = 2, then a~, and hence 7, is an isomorphism, contrary to 
G - 2. If c = X Q Y, X # { 1) , Y # ( 1) , then abelianizing the diagram re- 
veals that fl induces an isomorphism of N/A?’ ( = Z) onto (X;X’) te (Y/Y’). 
Hence, Y&y) is perfect. Thus, by Corollary 2.3, q(Y) = (1) . This im- 
plies that 7(X) = C, so p(G) < p(X). This is impossible, however, because 
PO + P(U) = p(G) 
and p(X) # 0, p(Y) # 0. Our claim is established. 
By Theorem 2.1 some retraction r of M3 onto a. compact, polyhedral, 
ary-irreducible 3-manifold Z3 induces an isomorphism on funda- 
mental groups. Since M3 \Z3 has exactly’xone component with noncompact 
closure, it follows from the properties of r described in Theorem 2.1 that 
U3 is connected. But 
H, (Z3) - H,(ht3) = 2, 
so the integral Betti numbers of Z3 are b0 = 1, b, = 1, h, = Q, and 
~(32~) = 2x(Z3) = 2(b,- b, ‘.$) = 
nent of Sa GG3 is iI1 
torus (i.e., it is topolo 
Cordlay 2.7, Let N be the collection of non-closed 3-manifolds with 
tivial n2, Let N’ be the collec5on of 3manifolds which are finite con- 
nected sums of manifokk in I& Then Z(q )), the integral group ring 
of q(M), has no ;I;ero divisors and only trivial units for all M E N~J Nt. 
oaf. It follows from Corollary 2.3 that any M E N has ,the following 
property: for any non-trivial subgroup G of VQ(M) there exists a homo- 
morphism of G onto Z. From the appendix of [3a] we see that every 
element of N’ has the same property. Thus by [3a, Seetkkn 41 the con- 
clusion of our corollary holds. 
3, omotogy type of open 3omanifolds 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3.2 below 
Lemma 3,1 o Suppose M3 is an open 3-manifold with II,(M3) finitely-pre- 
sented and I12(M) = 0. Then there is a compact manifold. Z3 which is 
homotopy-equivalent to M3. 
Write I$(M 3 ) = G, +% & . . . * Gk with each G, indecomposable. 
be the covering of’,?! corresponding to Gr Then II1 (Mf)i is finitely- 
presented (by [ 12. Lemma 1.31) and I12(M’> = 0. 
. Ef Gj f: 2, Theorem 2.1 yields a retraction 
pact and r*: I'$(Mf) + II, (zi) is an isomorph- 
(iT$ is onto and I12(Mf) =: 0, q is a homo- 
,IJ zJ.I . . . LIZ_ satisfies the conclusion of 
the lemma. 
* 
is a toipol0gical space, let 
ed by all ,~phericai cycles, 
& EC 
Z,(III) denote the subgroup of Hn(M) 
That is, the generators of Z,(M) are of 
isa c is the funda n-sphere Sn. 
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If I’$ (M3) = 0, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.1. If IIa(M3) Se, 0 
(as we now assume), we use the Sphere Sorem to simplify 1M3. 
For a nun-closed 3-manifold A&, define the pair C(M3) = (p, 4) where 
p=p(III(M3))andq =p(Z,(M3)). t (p,q)< Q&q') if either (1) p < p'!, 
or (2) p ‘2 p’ and 9‘ < q’. Proof is b duction on C(M3). Note that if 
C(M3) = (O,O), then Ma is contractible, and hence has the homotopy type 
of a 3-cell. 
Since M3 contains no two-side projective plane there is, by [ 2, Theorem 
1.11, a piecewiqe-linear embeddin 
a: S2x [-l,f]+ M3 
such that Q’ IS2 X{ 0 }reprssents a non-trivial element of I12(M3 ). We may 
assume that Z = a(S2 X{ 0)) separates M3. FOX, if A#3 \Z is corrected let 
J be a polygonal simple closed curve in M3 metin g 22 at just one point, 
and piercing it there. The boundary of a regular neighborhood of Z u J 
is then an essential 2-sphere in M3. (It is essential because it bounds no 
compact, simply connected 3-manifold in M3 .) 
Let E,, E, denote the closures of the two components of k13D. Then 
and each group on the right is finitely-presented [ f ‘21. From the exact 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad (M3 ; E,, E$ we easily dedu.ce the 
exact sequence 
0~X2(Z)-,Z2(E,)~Cz(E2b~~2(M3)-,0. 
Thus, X2(Ei) is finitely-generated, Further, since each of the above groups 
is free abelian, we have q1 + q2 = q + 1, where qj = p(Z2(Ej)). 
We introduce the following notation. For any 3-manifold N3, let ,c3 
denote the 3-manifold obtained by attaching a 3-tell to each 2-sphere 
component of a&? Note that II,(fi3) = I’I,(N3). We claim that I?” is 
homotopy equivalent o a compact 3-manifold, for i = 1,2 To see t 
fix i for the moment. If E,_ i is not sim , C-.ie ckGm fo 
uction from the equation 
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With the above facts in mind, we now show that M3 htts the homotopy 
@ge of a compact 3-manifold. Let A c E, be a polyhedral /z&- *ay (i.e., 
A! is topologically [O, 6)) that is close in E, ;ind meets 
starting-point p. Since B, is non-compact, 
(Int E,)\A = k1 \ (3_cell)\A 
is topologicahg B, . 
Thus, 
M3\A = (E&4) u (E,\p),, 
where the two sets on the right intersect precisely in th: contractible set 
Z’;bp, and each has the homotopy type of a compact 3-manifold (E,\A is 
h,omotopy-equivalent to (Int E&4, and E,\p is homotopy-equivatent 
to E& It is easy to verify that Mk4 (which is topologically M3) is homo- 
topy-equ%lent o the connected sum along the boundary of the two 
compact 3-manifolds corresponding to6, and E,. The proof is complete. 
The condition that M contain no two-sided projective plane is un- 
pleasant. It is, however, satisfied if 
(M) contains no element of order 2, 
(M) contains no subgroup of index 2, or 
.2(M) = 0, where W&M) is the first StiefeWhitney class for M. 
ally, we sketch the lemma promised earlier. 
o Let M3 be a piecewise-linear 3-manifold whose boundary con- 
fmite number of 2-spheres. Suppose that fi3 is homotopy 
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Iof C. We now indicate how to combine our results with a construction of 
Eystein [2] to find instances in which the following conjecture is valid: 
Conjecture F(G). If G is finitely generated and M3 (G) # 8, then G is iso- 
morphic to the fundamental group of some compact 3-manifold. 
Proposition 4.1. Let the finitely-generated group G be written as G = 
G, *G, * . . . *G .k’ Then F(G) holds if F(C,) holds for i = 1,2 : U. .9 k. 
Proof. F(G,) yields a compact 3-manifold ~~j3 with fundamental group 
Gj. If M3 is a connected sum of the Ikl?‘b then 11,(M3) * G. 
Proposition 4.2. If G is Finitely-generated, G/G’ is finitq and A@(G) con- 
tains a 3-manifold M3 with II,(@) = 0 then F’(G) holds. 
Proof. If G + (11 , n, by Corollary 2.3, fi3 must be closed and the iso- 
morphic opy G c ,(M3)l mus’ have finite index in I11(M3). Mence the 
covering of M3 corresponding toI G is a closed 3-manifold with fundament- 
al group G. 
If M3 is a piecewise-linear 3-nianifold, a set 
gol:S2 + IntM3 
of piecewise-linear mappings forming a set of I‘$ (M3)-generators of 
is acceptable if ga (S* n g,(S2) = 0 for 01# 0, and each g, is either non- 
singular or identifies antipodal points and g,(S2) is a two-sided 2-sphere 
or projective plane in M3. In [?, Theorem 2.11, Epstein shows that each 
compact 3-manifold M3 has an acceptable finite set of II&M3)-generators 
of II,(M3). See [2 ] for further discussion. 
orem 4.3. Let M3 be a compact piecewise-linear 3-manifold. Let 
( 1) be a finitely- erated subgroup of II1 (M with G/G’ finite. 
Suppose that there is acceptable finite set 7 of (M3)-generators of 
3, 
gd: S2 + Int 
ss of elements 0 
;y:_:‘;:: p;_ .3 -I’i‘ ,..D;4 t@t?lq$~~~if id;+ oh fhi~&tiui?r$~fp!group of 0#?~~3m?a~fuid~’ ,, 
‘__, ,. ,. ‘,, ,, ‘4 ‘” 
.,_ . . . . 
,‘,., -.., : 
,.. :- 
.“... 
“. 
.:<’ ‘-,-.~,~~~~cl~~~..,(~, is: ~~~ :infinite;cy&i~. Pri&osi tioh 4 1 a&$ws us to as- 
.’ st$a in additioni thitG is’indetiomposable with respect‘ o free Product. 
We now follow Epstein% construction in 112, 3.7 1, ‘IThat is, let p: F& + M3 
be the ,oov+ing of #Corresponding to G. Th.e given property of 7 im- 
plies thalt each: qnponent Of.@-! (gl(S’)) -is a 2-sphere. 
CM vg along each such 2-sphere (each 2-sphere separates VG)* and let 
& be the (unique).&pponent thus created that is not simply connected. 
(In fact, III(WG) *;G.)-Let M(@;+b& the 3-manifol obtained from wG 
by filling in the 2-spheres in N#e with 3-c&. Then (G;T) has fundament- 
al group G’, and second homotopy group zero. The proof is completed by 
Proposition 4.2. 
eorem 4.4 (Jaco [ 51). If G is a fimitely-presented group, then F(G) 
holds. 
Proof. Suppose 4; = 1?,(M) and write G = $ * *.. * Gk where each G, is 
indecomposable with respect o free product. Let Mi be the covering of 
M corresponding to Gi. If Gi ~Zthen1Rt,~~=S1XA2andifGiqEZlet 
i&ii be the compact 3-manifold such thatcr (YQj) =: Gi promised by 
Theorem 2.1. Then M = M LI I!& LI . . . I-I Mk is a compact 3-manifold with 
II,@) = G. 
Corollary 4.5. Suppose G is a finite perfect group which is a subgroup of 
the fundamental group of a 3-nianifold. Then G i? the binary icosahedral 
group- 
roof. Let 2 be a compact 3-manifold with II,(Z) = G. Then 2 is orient- 
able, and by Lemma 2.4, XZ is empty or a disjoint union of 2-spheres. 
Hence we assume 2 Is closed. Rut then 2 is a homology sphere and Mil- 
nor’s theorem E7 ] identifies IT, (2). 
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